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You’ve always wanted a modern kitchen.
The ‘open concept’ living area you saw on HGTV.
The master suite you pinned to your Pinterest board.
The clean, streamlined house you fell in love with in last month’s Dwell magazine

There are a lot of steps invovled in transforming your _______ spaces into the comfortable, modern home you dream of.
                 dated
                 cramped
                 unusable

It’s vital for you to understand what steps are involved in the process, to keep your renovation on schedule and on budget.
Most importantly, to give you the home you want for your family.

This is why we created The Renovation Roadmap.

There are 5 destinations on the Roadmap:

YOU’RE READY TO GET SERIOUS 
ABOUT RENOVATING.

How do I get from here to there?
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These sites also have directories of design 
and construction professionals!

First, it’s important to understand your reasons for taking on a renovation.  Ask yourself:

 • What spaces aren’t working in our existing house?  How & why?

 • What needs aren’t being met in our existing spaces?

 • If our family is changing, where I can foresee that our needs won’t be met in the future?

 • Is this renovation primarily for our own use & enjoyment, or for resale value?

Then, take the time to understand your own constraints in a renovation.  Ask yourself:

 • How much can we actually afford to spend on this house?

 • What should our maximum spend be, to keep within the price range of our neighborhood?

 • Depending on the extents of renovation, are we willing & able to move out temporarily?

 • Do we want a single company to take this renovation start to finish, or are we comfortable

    hiring multiple consultants & contractors, or even handling some of the process ourselves?

Once you’ve answered these questions...

Gather images
(  c l i c k  o n  t h e  l o g o s  b e l o w  t o  v i s i t  t h e i r  w e b s i t e s ! )

Find professionals

Pro Tip:  Curate your images to a ‘Top Ten’ list.

It will keep you from overwhelming your 

designer with pages and pages of photos,

and will help you to identify

your ‘must haves’ in the renovation!

Pro Tip:  Don’t forget to ask these important 

questions when you’re interviewing 

professionals for your renovation:

What’s your design process?  What’s your

fee structure?  Is my budget realistic?

RESEARCH

http://www.houzz.com
http://www.pinterest.com
http://www.architecturaldigest.com
http://www.residentialdesignmagazine.com
http://www.dwell.com
http://www.aia.org
http://www.nahb.org
http://www.nextdoor.com
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PLANNING
Once you’ve selected your project team, it’s time to begin the detailed planning for your renovation.  
Whether you hire your consultants and contractors separately or have a single design-build firm lead 
the renovation process, the first step in planning is to analyze your existing house.

Your team should review items such as lot coverage, nearby trees & landscaping, access into and 
around the house, existing utilities & finishes, existing windows & doors, and structural integrity.

 

Next, you should consider the general schedule and phasing.  Your team should have a plan that 
answers the following questions:

 • How long will the design process take?

 • How long is the current permitting process taking in my town/city/county?

 • Does it make sense to tackle different areas of the house in phases?

 • What’s an estimated construction schedule?  (be conservative here)

Whether you’re using rough sketches or just field measurements of the areas of the house you’ll be 
renovating, it’s a smart idea to estimate a construction cost range now to make sure it’s in line with your 
available budget.  Don’t expect any firm pricing here - that will come as your team works the design out.

Finally, decide how you’d like to communicate with your team. Consider the following questions:

 • Do you prefer weekly phone calls with email follow-ups?  (texting important info is a no-no)

 • Will you insist on weekly face-to-face meetings?  Or are email summary reports enough?

 • Do you want to create a single online ‘hub’ for drawings, photos, reports etc?
  (Google Drive, DropBox, Trello, Asana - there are dozens of project management apps)

(If your house is older or in disrepair, or you’re 
planning to remove several interior walls,
it’s also a good idea to bring in
a Structural Engineer at this point.)

http://jwk.design/discovery-call
http://jwk.design/discovery-call/
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DESIGN

Different designers and design-build firms move
through the process in different ways,
but there are 3 general design phases you can expect to see:

 CONCEPT DESIGN
 The designer outlines the ‘big picture’ moves and often produces drawings by hand.

 You’ll determine which walls, windows & doors are staying, which are going, and what’s new.

 SCHEMATIC DESIGN / DESIGN DEVELOPMENT  (sometimes separate)

 The designer lays out the Concept Design to exact dimensions.  This phase confirms that the

 concepts will actually work within the space and structural constraints of the house.

 The designer develops accurate 3D models and/or digital plans with outlined elements, 

 You’ll begin to select your fixtures and finishes.

 You’ll start using the drawings to create and fine-tune construction estimates. 

 CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS / PERMIT DRAWINGS
 The designer will finalize your floor plans & elevations with all required notes & dimensions.

 The designer will develop construction specifications & cabinetry layouts

 as well as electrical & lighting schematics.

 Structural, Mechanical & Civil Engineers will complete their technical drawings (if required).

 You’ll select the final fixtures & finishes.

 The designer will complete the drawings for pricing & permitting.

http://jwk.design/discovery-call
http://jwk.design/discovery-call/
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BIDDING
If you’ve gone down the more traditional path of
hiring your architect / designer / contractor separately,

you’ll send out the Construction Documents to your selected General Contractor(s) for final pricing.  It’s 
a good idea to get more than one bid here - since you’ve invested in a good set of detailed drawings, it 
should be relatively easy to make an apples-to-apples comparison of bids.

That said, you should request as much detail in a bid as a contractor is willing to provide, to make sure 
that all elements of your renovation are covered.  Typically, this can be represented in sections (Sitework 
& Grading, Foundations, Framing, Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing, Finishes etc).  Detailed bids like that 
may have separate line items for Contingency (a 10% just-in-case reserve), Overhead (safety equipment, 
tools, trucks, office supplies etc) & Profit (contractors work to make money!).  Or, those numbers may be 
rolled up into the detailed construction section costs.

You may also see single-number, lump-sum bids, but unless those bids specifically reference your 
drawings (& specifications, finish schedules, fixture lists etc) and/or has a list of exclusions, it can be 
hard to determine if that bid has covered everything in your drawings.

If you’ve signed on with a single design-build firm,

then the transition from final drawings to final estimate to construction contract is a bit smoother.  
You’ll still want to confirm that the proposed costs cover everything you’ve designed so far (and have a 
contingency for any surprises behind the walls!).

If you’ve decided to play General Contractor yourself,

and hire all of the subcontractors separately, you can certainly save a bit on overhead costs, but you’ll 
have a lot more legwork and coordination to do (and that’s before construction even begins!).
First, you’ll need to send drawings to each of the companies bidding, then keep them updated if the 
drawings change.  You’ll be signing and tracking mulitple contracts and cost estimates, then preparing 
and communicating the final construction schedule and start date.
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CONSTRUCTION
You’ve signed the contract, moved your furniture into the 
garage, and are ready for your contractor to start swinging 
hammers.  Now, there’s probably been a good bit of time 
between finishing the drawings, going through the bid 
process, and then waiting for the permit to be approved.

You’re probably saying “I just paid a lot of money for this design, and even more of a down payment to 
the contractor to get started - why should I keep paying them in construction?  The design is done!”

You’ll always find surprises behind the walls. You’ll need to make unexpected changes when , materials 
aren’t available or something went wrong with a measurement. It’s important to have your designer 
involved to create options to respond to those things.

Many contractors will try to take the shortest route to addressing those surprises and changes.  After 
all, the quicker they get done, the quicker they can get paid!  That’s not to say that those fixes will be out 
of code or sloppy, but having your designer take the lead on those changes will ensure that the overall 
vision for your renovation is maintained - you deserve to have that house from your Pinterest board!

As your renovation comes to a close, your designer can bring a critical eye to the final details.  You 
should always have a Punch List walkthrough with him/her, which identifies anything that doesn’t quite 
match the plans.  Like you said, you’ve just made a big investment in the design of your home, and your 
team put a lot of thought into those lines on the drawings.

You need to make sure you’re getting your money’s worth!

Pro Tip:  A Kickoff Meeting is a great way to pull the team 
together and get everyone focused on the work ahead!

First and foremost, the team needs to stick to the 
communication plan that you outlined in the Planning phase.  
Without it, your renovation can go off the rails, and quickly.

Second, your designer should absolutely be part of the construction process.
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Interested in working with us?  To start the journey of YOUR 
renovation project, set up your free 20-minute Discovery Call below! 

OR CALL 864.214.5323CLICK HERE!

THANK YOU!
We’re so glad you’ve downloaded our Renovation Roadmap.  We know that taking on a renovation can be 
confusing and overwhelming (not to mention the literal headaches from the saws & hammers!).  We also know 
that renovations aren’t anything like a half-hour HGTV show, where the actual process of finding, hiring and 
working with designers & contractors is just that “behind the scenes stuff”.

With the right process in place and the right team by your side, you can make your renovation as easy as possible, 
and make those images of dreamy homes from Houzz & Pinterest a reality.

This Renovation Roadmap is a great resource to get you on the right path.

Hi, I’m Jake Krokowski, Principal & founder of JWK DESIGN.
I love helping families create their comfortable, modern home.

With 20 years of design & construction experience under 
my belt, it’s important for me to share my knowledge of the 
renovation process, guiding homeowners through design 
challenges, and answering big questions like:

How can we update our home?
How much should an architect cost?

How much should we budget for a renovation?
How do we get started?

http://www.jwk.design/discovery-call
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